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ABOUT ME
I  love to use art for story-telling. Since much of my portrait work is for clients, I  need

to take time from documenting milestones to create and explore artistically. I  have

often felt like it was hard or wrong to share emotions that are anything other than

positive, but my art allows me to share secrets and feelings that I think about but

rarely talk about. Mixed with some satire and creative discomfort, my art (which is

primarily self portraits) shares a glimpse at the way I process thoughts and feelings. 

 

ABOUT THE PROJECT
After getting some new living room furniture, I was driving home from a photo shoot and I

started thinking about our old couch. What if I couldn't get rid of it?

Could I use an old couch for a creative photo project? 

By the time I got home, I was excited about seeing how much inspiration I could find in a couch.

Another thing happened by the time I got home...someone came to take it! 

So...I found a new old couch! LOL

Then I made the challenge official:

Create 5 fine art self portraits incorporating the couch in five days. 

I don't want to just use it as a back drop. I want to find how that couch can influence the

entire theme of the image by using color, texture, and symbolism to recreate the way it is

used in every shot.
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Tonya Wilhelm



GEAR AND SETTINGS

Gear

Nikon Z7
SIgma 50mm
Set the timer to 10 seconds, with a 9 image
burst 3 secs apart
2 white lightning strobes  
 
Settings
ISO 100
Shutter 1/200 sec
f/10
 

 

 

 

.This is more than I like to spend on an image, but you can't
buy fries second hand...at least not that it isn't really gross.

Table cloth material: $20.77
30 lbs of show sting french fries $25
 

COST:



SET DESIGN

Background

 

I used blue paper because I had a two-fold plan for this visually. 
1. I wanted it to feel like a picnic outside with the blue sky, table
cloth, and wood floor (but I ended up covering the floor) I also
wanted a primary color scheme.

 

I used actual vinyl table cloth material to cover the couch and it
was a good thing... Those french fries were frozen but still greasy!



Props
I made the red french fry holder. I just hand drew it and hot glued it. I
brought a bottle of ketchup (It's organic because I have to buy ketchup
without corn syrup. I am allergic to corn) I bought five 6lb bags of french
fries. I knew they weren't enough, but I couldn't justify wasting more food. I
threw these in the woods for the squirrels

 



COSTUME

I planned a long sleeve red dress (because I wanted
to be the color of ketchup) At the last minute, I
brought a dress from home that I bought at the thrift
store, but it didn't fit well. I wore it as an apron to
keep grease of my good dress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

PHOTOSHOP AND EDITING

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well...30 lbs of fries wasn't enough. In fact not only did I keep changing the
piles, but I used foam to pile the fries on. I also had to sit on foam because
that couch has zero support. Essentially, I just had to keep duplicating the
fries. These are the images I used to add to the original. As always, I cleaned
up the paper lines too.

 
 



I'm finished for this week,
but you haven't seen the 
last of my couch. I already 
sketched new new ideas.
I think I fell in love with it.

 
 
 

NOTES

I ended the week with 
"Couch Potato" because 
this week was exhasting 
and I'm ready for a break.
But also because some-
times, you just know what 
are hungry for.
I also just wanted to do 
a purely funny image.
 

INSPIRATION

Before

After


